First Steps

First Steps
for CamLAN, CamPermanent, CamUniversal

1.) Add a Webcam
2.) Add a Netcam (IP-Cam, network camera)
3.) Motion Detector - adjust the motion detector to send by email the current picture containing the motion
4.) Scheduler - capture a picture in intervals
5.) Scheduler - capture and upload (FTP) a picture in intervals
6.) Video Network - add a RemoteCam and use the server/client-network
7.) WebServer - how to run the integrated webserver
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1.) Add a WebCam

1. Select "Add New Camera" from the main menu to open the "New Camera" dialog
2. Select "Video Device (WebCam/TV/Tuner)" to add a webcam.
3. In the "Video Device" selection all recognized video devices are listed. If your webcam is not listed DirectShow was
not able to recognizes it. This can happen if the video device driver is not DirectShow compatible or the video device
is already used from another application.
4. Select the webcam you want to use!
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5. Press the button "Check Selected Device". The device is tested and a confirmation dialog appears.

If there are problems to run the webcam, the following dialog appears.

This could have several reasons:
1. You have selected a video codec (or audio codec) which is not compatible with the video device (or another codec).
Please select a different video codec or no codec. Please test first your video device without additional codecs!
2. The CrazyPixels DirectShow filters are not correct installed:
Please go to the program directory, open a console and type>
regsvr32 crazypixelsbsf.ax
regsvr32 crazypixelstf1.ax to reinstall the filters.
Then restart the program and try again!

6. Close the "New Camera" dialog to use the webcam in the program.
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2.) Add a Netcam (network camera, IP-Cam)
1. Select "Add New Camera" from the main menu to open the "New Camera" dialog
2. Select "Network Camera (NetCam/IP-Cam)" to add a netcam.
3. Select the working mode of the netcam. Does the netcam supplies still pictures or a MJPEG video stream or a
MPEG4 video stream.
4. Insert the direct URL to the video datas (jpeg-picture, mjpeg-stream, mpeg4-stream).
This must be a direct URL to the video datas, NOT to the camera webserver.
(Some netcams needs a java applet or an ActiveX component from the manufacturer on the application side (or the
receiving webpage) to receive the video datas. This is not supported! You need a direct URL to the video datas! If you
can't find these direct URLs in the camera manual, please ask the manufacturer).

5. Press the button "Receive Picture". The program tries to connect the camera and gets a picture. This could take
several seconds.
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If the program can't get a picture a dialog appears.
1.) This could happen if you are running a firewall which prevents the program to access the camera. Be sure to open
the firewall for the program.
2.) It could be, that your URL is not valid. To be sure that you use the right one, please insert the URL in the address
field of your web browser and try to receive a picture there (still picture, mjpeg stream). Mpeg4-stream URLs could be
tested with the Windows Media Player.

6. If you want to use a video record codec (and/or audio record device/codec), select the codec and press the
button "Check Selected Device". The device is tested and a confirmation dialog appears.

If there are problems to run the netcam with the selected codecs the following dialog appears.

This could have several reasons:
1. You have selected a video codec (or audio codec) which is not compatible with the video device (or another codec).
Please select a different video codec or no codec. Please test first your video device without additional codecs!
2. The CrazyPixels DirectShow filters are not correct installed:
Please go to the program directory, open a console and type>
regsvr32 crazypixelsbsf.ax
regsvr32 crazypixelstf1.ax to reinstall the filters.
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Then restart the program and try again!

7. Close the "New Camera" dialog to use the netcam in the program.
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3.) Motion Detector - adjust the motion detector to send by email the current picture
containing the motion

1. Select the "Motion Detector Settings" dialog from the "Adjust Camera" dialog

2. Select one of the three compare modes. Here you decide with which picture the current picture is compared.
3. Select the test mode fast or normal.
4. Select how many times a motion must be detected so that the program reports a motion. 1 is default and in most
cases used.
5. Press the button "Add New Job" to add the job into the joblist.
6. Adjust the test interval (how often the program tests for motion). The shortest possible interval is 0.0 sec.!
7. Adjust the pixel difference values in % for the red, green and blue components of a pixel (or use the buttons '++', '+',
'-', '--' from not sensitive to very sensitive).
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8. Adjust how many percent of the selected area of the current picture must be different to the compared picture, so
that a motion is reported.
9. Press the button "Select The Active Time Range" to open the dialog to select the time range in which the motion
detector should be active.

10. Press the button "Picture Area Selection" to select the area of the picture which should be tested for a motion.

11. Press the button "Select The Action At Detection" to open the dialog from which you select the function which
should be executed at detection of motion.
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12. Check the last option "Email Sending".
13. Press the button "Email Sending" to open the email settings dialog!
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14. Select "Start The Email Sending At Motion Detection". So the email is immediately sended at detection of a
motion.
15. Check the option "Attach The Current Picture Containing The Motion". If this option is selected the picture which
contains the motion is saved under the adjusted filename and attached to the email. This picture has the JPG picture
format. If you want to send pictures in different formats, in different sizes, with text output, with filenames which are
build of time, date and a number, then choose the action "Captures Pictures". The picture which are captured from this
action could be attached to the email if you select "Attach Files From A Selected Directory" or "Attach Additional Files".
16. Check "After Each Motion Detection Wait" if the program should wait several seconds after the detection of motion
until the test is continued.
17. Check "At Motion Detection Start Wait" if the program should wait several seconds at start of the motion detector
until the test begins. This is useful to leave the viewed area etc.
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18. Start the motion detector from the main dialog or from the button in the camera preview window.
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4.) Scheduler - capture a picture in intervals

1. Select the "Scheduler Settings" dialog from the "Adjust Camera" dialog

2. Press the "Add New Job" button
3. Select the job function. Press the "Picture Capture" radiobutton.
4. Press the "Picture Settings" button to open the "Picture Capturing" dialog
(if you have selected in the "General Settings" dialog to use the same settings for picture capturing and video
recording in the normal mode, scheduler mode and motion detector mode, you can't adjust the settings here!)
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5. Adjust the picture settings how you like. Be sure to have selected at least one picture format (JPG, BMP, etc. )
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6. Press the "Picture Filename" button to open the "Picture Filename" dialog

7. Adjust the filename settings how you like.
8. Close the "Picture Filename" dialog, close the "Picture Capturing" dialog
9. Select the active job time. Select the "Work Within A Time Range In A Selected Interval" checkbox.
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10. Press the "Select The Active Time Range" button to open the "Select The Active Time Range" dialog.
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11. Select the used time range in which the interval should be active. Close the dialog.
12. Insert the interval for the picture capturing in the "Work Interval, Every x Second(s)" text field.

(You can also and additional use the "Work Once Exact At" and "Work Within A Time Range At Certain Minutes" and
"Work At Scheduler Start/End" selections to adjust the needed points of time)
13. The new job is now available in the job listview. You can see the job function "Picture Capture" and the selected
time range and interval.
14. Close the "Adjust Camera" dialog.
15. Start the scheduler from the toolbar or the button from the camera preview window or from a menu.

16. In the scheduler listview from the main dialog you can see all scheduler jobs and the number of executions of
the individual functions.
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5.) Scheduler - capture and upload (FTP) a picture in intervals
1. Select the "Scheduler Settings" dialog from the "Adjust Camera" dialog

2. Press the "Add New Job" button
3. Select the job function. Press the "Picture Capture" radiobutton.
4. Press the "Picture Settings" button to open the "Picture Capturing" dialog
(if you have selected in the "General Settings" dialog to use the same settings for picture capturing and video
recording in the normal mode, scheduler mode and motion detector mode, you can't adjust the settings here!)
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5. Adjust the picture settings how you like. Be sure to have selected at least one picture format (JPG, BMP, etc. )
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6. Press the "Picture Filename" button to open the "Picture Filename" dialog

7. Adjust the filename settings how you like.
8. Close the "Picture Filename" dialog, close the "Picture Capturing" dialog
9. Select the active job time. Select the "Work Within A Time Range In A Selected Interval" checkbox.
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10. Press the "Select The Active Time Range" button to open the "Select The Active Time Range" dialog.
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11. Select the used time range in which the interval should be active. Close the dialog.
12. Insert the interval for the picture capturing in the "Work Interval, Every x Second(s)" text field.
(You can also and additional use the "Work Once Exact At" and "Work Within A Time Range At Certain Minutes" and
"Work At Scheduler Start/End" selections to adjust the needed points of time)
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13. The new job is now available in the job listview. You can see the job function "Picture Capture" and the selected
time range and interval.
14. Press the "Add New Job" button.
15. Select the job function. Press the "Connect, FTP Upload, Disconnect" radiobutton.
16. Press the "FTP Settings" button to open the "FTP Upload" dialog
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17. Select the option "Upload The Files Under A Different Name". So the picture is uploaded under a different name
and renamed to its original name after the upload is completed. This is necessary to prevent the displaying of an
incomplete picture if the uploaded picture is displayed on your webpage.
18. Select the option "Upload Additional Files"!
19. Press the "Insert Files" button and select the filename "c:\temp\picture.jpg" or which you have choosen before
under the picture capture settings from the first job!
20. Close this dialog.
21. Select the active job time. Select the "Work Within A Time Range In A Selected Interval" checkbox.
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22. Press the "Select The Active Time Range" button to open the "Select The Active Time Range" dialog.
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23. Select the same time range which you have selected for the picture capturing. Close the dialog.
24. Insert the same interval which you have selected for the picture capturing in the "Work Interval, Every x Second(s)"
editfield.

25. There are now two jobs (functions) in the joblist included. First the picture capturing and second the FTP upload.
Both of them have the same time range and the same interval. The picture capturing is listed above the FTP upload,
so it is executed first. This is important, because the picture must be already captured when the FTP wants to upload
the picture.
26. Close the "Adjust Camera" dialog.
27. Start the scheduler from the toolbar or the button from the camera preview window or from a menu.
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28. In the scheduler listview from the main dialog you can see all scheduler jobs and the number of executions of the
individual functions.
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6.) Video Network - add a RemoteCam and use the server/client network
For using the video network you have start the network server on one PC and the client on all PCs which are
offering their running cameras for the network as RemoteCams.

In the following example we have 2 PCs, where one PC wants to view the camera connected to the other PC.
1. PC1: Here is the camera connected.
Select the "Video Network" dialog from the "Settings" dialog.
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2. PC1: Press the "Start This PC As Server" button to start the video server.
Press the "Start This PC As Client" button to start the video client too. Now the client can send (internal) the video
picture to the server. Close the dialog.
3. PC1: Select from the main dialog the camera which you want to transfer over the network. Then open the "General
Settings" dialog from the "Adjust Camera" dialog.

4. PC1: Adjust the "Video Server Settings" . Check "Send The Camera Picture To The Video Server" so that the
camera is sending its picture to the server. Adjust the sending interval (this determines the receiving interval at the
client which uses this camera as RemoteCam) and the picture quality. The camera picture is sended in JPG format.
Less picture quality reduces the needed network bandwidth! Close the dialog.
The connected camera is now sending its picture to the video server. The video server handles now one camera with
the related pictures.
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5 . PC2: Select the "Video Network" dialog from the "Settings" dialog

6. PC2: Insert the IP address of PC1 (server) into the "IP Address of the Video Server" fields.
7. PC2: Press the "Start This PC As Client" button to start the video client. Close the dialog.
Now PC2 (client) is connected to PC1 (server). You can do this for all instances running CamLAN (CamPermanent or
CamUniversal), so that PC3,4,... are connected to the server. There is always only one server in a network and one or
many clients.
8. PC2: Select the "Remote Camera" dialog from the "New Camera" dialog
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.
9. PC2: Press the "Connect To Remote Video Server" button to connect to the server. If the connection is established
all cameras from the server PC are listed under "Available Remote Cameras".
10. PC2: Select the camera from the list, which you want to use as a remote camera. Close the dialog.
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7.) WebServer - how to run the integrated webserver
1. Select the "Web Server" dialog from the "Settings" dialog.

2. The found and for the webserver used IP-address is displayed in the first row. If you want to use a different IPaddress insert this IP-address at "Use This IP Address".
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3. Insert the port which you want to use for the webserver. There are several possibilities (80,81,8080,etc.).

4. Press the button "Start The Web Server" to start the webserver.
If there are problems using the selected port, be sure, that you haven't used the port for other purposes (for example
the integrated video network) and that you have opened the port in your firewall.

5. Now the webserver is running! If you are running one or more cameras in the program you can now access the
camera pictures through a http request. Open your standard webbrowser and insert in the address field:
http://<ip-address>:<port>/camera=1 (to get a picture of camera 1)
http://<ip-address>:<port>/camera=2 (to get a picture of camera 2 (etc.) )
http://<ip-address>:<port>/camera=1&quality=40 (to get a picture of camera 1 with a jpg quality of 40%)
http://<ip-address>:<port>/camera=1&resolution=160x120&quality=40 (to get a picture of camera 1 in the
resolution 160x120 and with a jpg quality of 40%)
http://192.9.205.165:80/camera=1 (ip-address and port from the dialog picture above!)

6. Please try additional the included sample html documents (cam_control.htm, cam_view1.htm, cam_view2.htm,
cam_view3.htm). Start first with cam_control.htm. This a very easy to use sample html page. Insert the ip address, the
port and the number of the camera, then press the "Start Receiving" button below. The video picture of the select
camera is now received in intervals and displayed below on the html page.
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7. You can try all functions from the cam_control.htm page by clicking the buttons.

8. The sample pages cam_view1.htm, cam_view2.htm, cam_view3.htm must be edited before using. You have to
insert the correct ip address the port the camera number and the used interval for receiving pictures. Then you can
use these pages for your own Internet presence, like we have done it here: CrazyPixels Live Cam
If you want to access your cameras from the Internet but have an IP address which changes from time to time, you
can use a dyndns (dynamic name service) to get a domain which never changes. For more informations please read
this thread from the CrazyPixels forum.
9. You can additional use the webserver with the CrazyPixels Camviewer !
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